Meet the Next-Gen Tenant Migration Bundle

It’s never been easier to scope a plan for a move to a different tenant.

The next-gen MigrationWiz Tenant Migration Bundle (TMB) is BitTitan’s most comprehensive migration bundle yet, designed for M365 tenant-to-tenant migrations. There are two key components:

**User Migration Bundle**
- Our multi-workload license for user mailboxes and files – with no data limit.
  - Exchange Online
  - Exchange Online Archive
  - OneDrive for Business
  - Windows Outlook Profile

**Flex License**
- Can be used for either Teams or SharePoint Online data – up to 100GB/license

The MigrationWiz Tenant Migration Bundle (TMB) provides 1x User Migration Bundle license, and 1x Flex license that works either as Collaboration or Shared Documents SKU. Valid for 12 months, consumed on use.

Want to learn more? Contact your D & H Rep Today.